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Abstract: This study aims to analyze the influence of leadership, competence, and job satisfaction on the performance of Nagari employees in the Sintoga sub-district. The population of this study was Nagari employees in Sintoga sub-district, with a total sample of 147 respondents. The analysis technique used in this research is the Multiple Linear Regression analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Effective employee performance must be able to carry out the vision and mission of the organization by established standards or continue the existing vision and mission. The vision and mission of the Nagari in Sintoga sub-district is to make the Nagari implement sharia in Padang Pariaman.

In Nagari governance, the performance of the Nagari apparatus is supported by the Nagari Government Budget (APBN) provided by the District Government which can be used based on a predetermined usage system. So the performance of the village apparatus in the Nagarian must be evaluated and improved continuously. The process of assessing the performance of the village apparatus cannot be separated from the responsibility of the leaders, the competence of the Nagari Apparatus, and the job satisfaction of the village apparatus in the agency.

Based on the phenomena in the field, it was found that several Nagari apparatus were less skilled in their fields in writing letters and administrative systems. Also, not all Nagari devices that work in the village have had expertise in operating computers and the technology provided to support the work carried out. Likewise, the time needed to obtain the desired information and letters does not have a clear information system with a relatively efficient time according to what is needed by the community. The performance of the Nagari employees is influenced by the leadership of the wali Nagari. [1] shows that leadership affects employee performance. Furthermore, [2] research result shows that there is an effect of leader effectiveness on employee performance. A good leader must also be able to adjust and develop himself and be able to master and direct and develop influence on his employees. In an organization, leadership is the central point and determination of policies for activities to be carried out the organization. Leadership is the art of managing or the process of influencing others.

Another factor that affects performance is competence, according to the results of research by Mc Clelland [3], showing that non-academic competencies, such as the ability to generate innovative ideas, management skills speed of learning networks, and so on managed to predict individual achievement in his work. The results of research by [4] and [5] show that competence affects employee performance.

Another factor that affects performance, namely job satisfaction is one of the important factors that need to be considered by leaders in an organization to achieve organizational goals. Besides, job satisfaction is also one of the basic needs of a job. Job satisfaction is one of the important aspects than an employee must have to be able to work properly as expected. Job satisfaction can be defined as one of the conditions in a person who feels satisfied, relieved and happy because situations and conditions can fulfill his wants, needs, hopes and ambitions. The term job satisfaction is interpreted differently by experts. This is due to differences in the meaning and purpose of satisfaction itself for each individual. [6] job satisfaction shows a person’s positive or negative attitude about their work. The concept of job satisfaction is referred to as “The overall affective orientation on the part of individuals regarding their current job roles”.

II. METHODS

This type of research used in this research is descriptive causative research. This study aims to explain the influence of leadership, competence, and job satisfaction on the performance of Nagari employees in Sintoga sub-district, Padang Pariaman Regency. The population of this study were Nagari employees in Sintoga sub-district, Padang Pariaman Regency with a sample of 147 respondents. The sampling method used for this study was Proportional to Random Sampling.

III. RESULTS

A. The Influence of Leadership on the Performance of Nagari Employees in Sintoga sub-district

Based on the results of testing the first hypothesis, the variable leadership (X1) obtained tcount of 14.170 with a probability of 0.000, which value is below 0.05. Thus H1 is accepted, which means that there is a partially significant positive influence of leadership (X1) on employee performance (Y).
It can be concluded that leadership can improve the performance of Nagari employees in Sintoga sub-district.

### B. The Effect of Competence on the Performance of Nagari Employees in Sintoga sub-district

Based on the results of testing the second hypothesis, it is found that competence (X2) is obtained by t count of 3.280 with a probability of 0.001, which is below 0.05. Thus H2 is accepted, which means that there is a partial influence between the competency variable (X2) on employee performance (Y). So it can be concluded that competence can improve the performance of Nagari employees in Sintoga sub-district.

### C. The Effect of Job Satisfaction on the Performance of Nagari Employees in Sintoga sub-district

Based on the results of testing the third hypothesis, it is found that job satisfaction (X3) obtained tcount of 2.757 with a probability of 0.007, which is below 0.05. Thus H3 is accepted, which means that there is an influence between job satisfaction variable (X3) Partially on employee performance (Y). So it can be concluded that job satisfaction can improve the performance of Nagari employees in Sintoga sub-district.

### Table- 1: Recapitulation of the results of multiple linear regression analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39.873</td>
<td>1.520</td>
<td>26.232</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>.322</td>
<td>.682</td>
<td>14.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competence</td>
<td>.104</td>
<td>.177</td>
<td>3.280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>.060</td>
<td>.162</td>
<td>2.757</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### D. Discussion

Based on the results of the analysis, it shows that there is a positive and significant influence of leadership on the performance of Nagari employees in Sintoga sub-district. If the value of the leadership variable increases, it will increase the value of the performance variable. The results of this study are supported by according to Anthony and [7], the most important factor affecting goal alignment is competence, while the factor that has the strongest impact on performance achievement is leadership. An organization in carrying out its activities must have a reliable leader, who can anticipate the future, and take opportunities from existing changes and be able to direct the organization to achieve its stated goals. Based on the results of research by [1], it shows that leadership affects employee performance. Furthermore, [2] research results show that there is an effect of leader effectiveness on employee performance. Based on the results of the analysis, competency has a positive and significant effect on the performance of Nagari employees in Sintoga sub-district. The results of this study are supported by research conducted by [4] dan [5] which shows that competence affects employee performance.

The high competence of Nagari employees will result in high performance. Competence in the form of skills, skills and behaviour makes employees understand their duties. But if employees have low competence, it will be difficult for them to carry out their duties so that it will result in low performance. Based on the results of the analysis, it shows that job satisfaction has a positive and significant effect on the performance of Nagari employees in Sintoga sub-district. The results of this study are supported by research conducted by [8] which shows that job satisfaction has a positive and significant effect on employee performance. Employees who are satisfied with their work will work better so that their performance increases. According to [3] states that attitudes or attitudes are evaluative statements about objects, people, or events. This attitude can be in the form of pleasant or unpleasant evaluative statements. Furthermore, [3] job satisfaction is a positive feeling about one’s job which is the result of evaluating its characteristics. Job satisfaction reflects a person’s feeling about his job and this can be seen in the behaviour and attitudes of employees in every life, usually shown in terms of positive or negative responses at work. Positive feedback at work will result in better performance.

### IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of research conducted on Nagari Employees in Sintoga sub-district, conclusions can be drawn

1) Leadership has a positive and significant effect on the performance of Nagari employees in Sintoga sub-district;
2) Competence has a positive and significant effect on the performance of Nagari employees in Sintoga sub-district;
3) Job satisfaction has a positive and significant effect on the performance of Nagari employees in Sintoga sub-district.
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